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An Unexpected Cause of Chest Pain in a Patient with 
Closed Atrial Septal Defect

Case Report
Published: 02 May, 2022

Abstract
Atrial Septal Defects (ASD) represent the most common Congenital Heart Diseases (CHD) in 
adults and are usually treated with the septal amplatzer occluders. Complications usually arise due 
to mechanical problems of the device and are traditionally investigated, nevertheless, other chest 
pain etiologies should be considered, as data regarding late complications like angina, are scarce 
and insufficient. We present the case of a 70 year-old woman with a closed ASD and coronary 
microvascular disease diagnosed during follow-up with gated Positron Emission Tomography 
(PET). Late complications associated with Amplatzer occluder devices are generally derived from a 
mechanical impairment of the device per se. The case presented opens the door for further research 
questions regarding microvascular complications arising from occluding devices.
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Learning Objectives
• To	understand	the	benefits	of	percutaneous	approach	versus	a	traditional	surgical	closure

of	atrial	septal	defects.

• To	properly	assess	chest	pain	during	follow-up	after	an	atrial	septal	defect	closure.

• To	consider	microvascular	coronary	disease	as	a	common	cause	of	angina	in	aged	patients
with	diabetes	and	hypertension.

History of Presentation
A	 70-year-old	 woman	 presented	 to	 our	 Nuclear	 Cardiology	 Department	 for	 myocardial	

perfusion	evaluation	due	to	occasional	chest	pain	from	two	months	of	onset	and	functional	dyspnea	
class	deterioration	(NYHA	II-III).	She	has	a	medical	history	of	an	ASD	corrected	four	years	ago	with	
an	Amplatzer	device;	Systemic	Arterial	Hypertension	(SAH)	and	diabetes	mellitus	type	II	(DM	II).	
She	denied	previous	episodes	of	syncope	of	minimal	effort	dyspnea	(NYHA	III).

Physical Examination
Vital	signs	presented	a	heart	rate	of	75	bpm,	a	blood	pressure	of	114/78	mmHg,	a	respiratory	

rate	of	15	rpm	and	an	oxygen	saturation	of	93%.	She	did	not	present	ankle	edema,	orthopnea	or	
other	clinical	signs	of	heart	failure.	Thoracic	auscultation	was	unremarkable.

Differential Diagnosis
In	adult	patients	with	a	corrected	ASD,	angina	may	present	due	to	mechanical	or	 functional	

alterations	of	the	device.	First,	we	aimed	to	rule	out	cardiac	erosion	or	perforation,	due	to	the	high	
mortality	it	confers.	Nevertheless,	coronary	artery	disease	ought	to	be	considered	in	a	patient	this	
age	and	with	a	history	of	SAH	and	DM	II.

Investigations
The	 patient	 had	 a	 resting	 ECG	 at	 admission	 with	 a	 sinus	 rhythm,	 heart	 rate	 of	 75	 bpm,	

QRS	axis	at	0°,	and	an	ST	depression	in	V6;	without	 further	relevant	 findings.	A	PET	study with 	
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N13-Ammonia was performed revealing adequate perfusion in most 
segments (Figure 1), only mild ischemia in the apex region, and a 
Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction (LVEF) reduction of 7% at stress. 
Afterward, coronary calcium score was calculated at 29.8 (CAC-RDS 
1), with calcium mainly in the Left Anterior Descending (LAD) 
artery and Right Coronary Artery (RCA). Moreover, extra coronary 
calcium was observed, notably in the thoracic aorta (1029.8 U) and 
the aortic valve (60.5 U). Coronary angiotomography revealed the 
presence of atheromatous lesions in the epicardial coronary arteries 
(Figure 2), one in the midsegment of the LAD artery, with a non-
significant obstruction of 25% to 49% and two lesions in the union of 

the proximal and vertical segments of the RCA, both with an 
estimated obstruction of 25% to 49%. Additionally, the Amplatzer 
device was adequately observed in the interauricular septum (Figure 
3). However, coronary blood flow quantification by PET 
demonstrated reduced myocardial blood flows and impaired 
myocardial flow reserve in all territories, with a global myocardial 
flow reserve of 1.57 (Figure 4). Thus, the patient was diagnosed with 
coronary microvascular disease, also known as microvascular angina.

Management
The patient was discharged with aspirin 100 mg qd, atorvastatin 

Figure 1: PET myocardial perfusion study with 13N-ammonia exhibits mild reversible ischemia at the apex.

Figure 2: Coronary computed tomography angiography with coronary calcium score of 29.8U. Left anterior descending artery at its mid portion shows a mild 
obstruction (CAD-RADS2), and the right coronary artery exhibits two mild obstructive lesions (CAD-RADS2).
LAD: Left Anterior Descending Artery; RCA: Right Coronary Artery; Cx: Circumflex Artery
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60 mg daily and losartan 50 mg qd.

Discussion
Atrial Septal Defects (ASD) represent the most common 

Congenital Heart Disease (CHD) in adults, with a prevalence of 1 in 
every 1,500 live births, accounting for approximately 7% of all CHD 
[1-3].

Numerous adults are asymptomatic [1,4]; nonetheless, most 
patients will eventually develop symptoms [1], such as exercise 
intolerance [1,4], palpitations, and a soft systolic crescendo-
decrescendo outflow tract murmur with a fixed split in S2 [4].

In the last decades, the percutaneous closure approach has gained 
popularity due to several advantages in comparison to the traditional 
surgical approach, such as the avoidance of a cardiopulmonary 
bypass, shorter hospitalization time, lower incidence of post-
procedural complications and a lower cost [3,4]. This has resulted 
in the manufacture of several devices, of which the Amplatzer Septal 
Occluder (ASO) is the most commonly used [4-6].

The percutaneous approach has a post-procedural complication 
risk of 7.2%, approximately a third of postoperative complications 

Figure 3: Computed cardiac tomography shows the Amplatzer device in 
adequate position (*).

Figure 4: Quantified myocardial blood flows determined by PET demonstrate abnormally reduced myocardial flow reserve at the three coronary territories, a 
characteristic finding of microvascular disease.

risk (24%) [4]. Device thrombosis and cardiac erosion are the most 
important late complications, whereas atrial arrhythmias remain the 
most prevalent [3].

In the appearance of chest pain during follow-up after a 
transcatheter ASD closure, one of the main objectives is to discard 
cardiac erosion, which occurs with an incidence of 0.1% and is 
commonly related to a deficient aortic rim. [5,7]. Dibardino et al. 
demonstrated that cardiac erosion/perforation/rupture was the 
second most common adverse event (22.9%), only after device 
embolization (51%). The importance of this phenomenon relies on a 
relatively high mortality, being the most frequent lethal complication 
[3].

Another uncommon cause of angina in patients with CHD 
is due to the compression of the left coronary artery between a 
dilated pulmonary artery and the aorta, in the context of Pulmonary 
Hypertension (PH). This phenomenon occurs in 5% to 10% of 
patients with CHD [8].

In this report, we describe the case of a patient who presented 
with angina 4 years after the percutaneous closure of an ASD. 
Device malposition was excluded through echocardiography. 
The absence of significant atheromatous plaques in the coronary 
arteries and a diminished coronary flow reserve at 1.57 pointed to 
the diagnosis of Coronary Microvascular Disease (CMD) related to 
an abnormality in microcirculation, thus resulting in an inadequate 
vasodilatory response and a deficient augmentation of blood flow 
by the microvasculature in response to stress [9,10]. The prognostic 
significance of this association is still unclear. Hereupon, the 
consideration of CMD must be taken into account when evaluating 
patients with similar clinical characteristics.

Follow-up
The patient is yet to present at our clinic for a follow-up 

appointment.

Conclusion
Percutaneous closure of an ASD is a safe and effective procedure, 

reducing the burden of the traditional surgical approach. Despite 
its widespread acceptance, few data regarding the complications 
during follow-up are available. The presence of chest pain after 
the implantation of an ASO device has traditionally merited the 
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investigation of the device.

Embolization and cardiac erosion. Nevertheless, it is important to 
consider additional causes, such as coronary microvascular disease, 
which has gained the attention of cardiologists in recent decades. The 
outcome of this association remains to be elucidated.
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